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Summaryy of the Thesis 

ContemporaryContemporary Spain in the life, work and friendship of Jean Cassou 

Thee life of Jean Cassou (1897-1986) presents an interesting relationship with Spain. 
Althoughh French, Jean Cassou always stood by his Spanish origins. His mother, 
Milagross Ibaftez Pacheco, was Andalusian, his father, son of a Frenchman married to a 
Mexican.. This meant that three out of his four  grandparents spoke Spanish. His birth is 
alsoo linked to Spanish soil, but by mere coincidence. His parents give birt h while 
workingg in Deusto, Bilbao, the city of Miguel de Unamuno, as he liked to recall. 

Circumstancess would make him accept two realities since childhood. His mother 
Milagross would give Jean and his sister  Louise the basic culture of a Spanish child. He 
readd the Spanish classics while learning French classics in school. This bi-polar  culture 
iss born in the youngster, making him understand the cultural world in a more open 
fashion,, complementary of other  languages and countries. 

Hiss look into Spain permitted him to understand that their  was a cultural deficit in 
Francee with regard to its neighbouring country. From the topics in the literatur e of the 
XVI II  century, with the famous anecdotes of the "Black Legend,"  to the exotic clichés of 
thee Romantic's of the XDC century, portrayed Spain in a very imaginary way. Jean 
Cassouu set his mission in life, which had been bestowed upon him since he was a child: 
thee discovery of the real Spanish modern culture. 

Sincee young, when he begun working as editor  in one of the most prestigious French 
culturall  magazines, Le Mercure de France, he started corresponding by letter  with the 
Spanishh intellectuals he most admired. In 1921 he suggests to Don Miguel that he 
becomee his representative in France, translate his works, and make known such an 
admirablee philosopher, who was already highly regarded in Spain for  many years. He 
alsoo meets Ramon Gomez de la Serna, and takes responsibility of his future translation 
intoo French. Littl e by little , his monthly chronicle, "Spanish Letters,"  which he kept 
fromm 1921 to 1929, permitted him to introduce the Spanish authors he considered 
worthyy of international interest. He did this while informin g about the representations of 
thee Spanish culture, the peak of vanguardism, the birt h of the "revistas,"  of the editorials 
thatt  provided the support to such an unexpected artistic awakening. 

Slowly,, together  with other  French intellectuals like Valery Larbaud, the first verses of 
Antonioo Machado, the first words of Eugenio d'Ors, Ramon Perez de Ayala, Gabriel 
Miro ,, etc., were heard in the French intellectual panorama, the cultural pivotal point for 
thee western world. 

AA meeting between the student Jean Cassou and the poet Jorge Guillen, while he was 
givingg a lecture in Spanish at the Sorborme in Paris, would be a turning point in his life. 
Fromm that moment on, a fraternal friendship was born, that would last seventy five 
years.. During the first meetings, in young Cassou's home, where magazines were 
created,, and art and literatur e were discussed, Guillen transmits a reality lived by 
himself.. He discovers mat generation that soon would become known as the "generation 
off  27/*  Pedro Salinas, Gerardo Diego, Luis Cernuda, Rafael Alberti , Federico Garcia 
Lorca,, Damaso Alonso, José Bergamin, Manuel Altolaguirre , will see doors open for 
themm thanks to Jean Cassou, first to talk about them and make the poetic work known. 



Itt  seems logical that when a Spanish writer  arrived in Paris, he went directly to visit 
Jeann Cassou, "Spain' s friend." 

Cassouu was responsible for  the Spanish translations in Simon Kra' s editorial; he wrote 
forr  the Mercure, in the Nouvelle Revue francaise, in Les Nouvelles litter aires, in 
Hispania,Hispania, etc., and published essays about Spanish culture like his famous Panorama de 
lala littérature espagnole contemporaine. He became the agent of several Spanish writer s 
andd introduced them in France through the press, essays and translations that wil l be 
studiedd in this paper. 

Also,, the war  in Europe in the middle of the century, led him to join the Resistance, 
whilee his poetic sensitivity is revealed when he writes Trente-trois sonnets composes au 
secret,secret, with the prologue written by Louis Aragon. Jailed and thought dead, his lif e was 
aa succession of events that made him always fight for  causes that he thought were just: 
againstt  the Nazis, against Franco and in favour  of the Republic and socialism. His 
writin gg about our  country and culture take on a compromised tone after  the civil war 
andd dictatorship. His shouting from France wanted to wake the foreign consciousness 
andd obtain help. Together  with the Nobel laureate Albert Camus, he created a French 
newspaperr  in 1955, written in Spanish and titled La Nueva Republica. 

Spanishh intellectuals remained for  the most part, in exile. Whil e he was the Curator  and 
Directorr  of the Museum of Modern Art in Paris, for  whom he met Spanish artists of the 
"Parisiann School"  by purchasing their  paintings for  the Museum, he constantly 
correspondedd by letter  with his childhood friend, Jorge Guillen. Those precious letters, 
neverr  before edited and of valuable content, reveal a soul of two similar  creators, two 
poets,, that despite being separated by historic events, shared the same ideals, tastes, and 
poeticc language. This close friendship allowed them to writ e together  "Variaciones de 
loslos sonetos de Jean Cassou" later  published in Homenaje by Jorge Guillen, whose 
creationn is a testament of intimate friendship. 

Understandingg his life, allows us to realize the constant struggle and dedication that 
Jeann Cassou put forth into opening Europe's cultural reality to Spain. His essays, 
articless and documents about our  culture permit us to discover  an acute perception of 
ourr  works and a strange premonitory abilit y in discovering the geniality of certain 
authorss from a place where he was only born. The intellectuals he introduced to the 
Frenchh public today have the recognition of the critics. Also, his correspondence with 
Jorgee Guillen reveals the soul and dedication of a man, artist and creator, towards what 
hee considered the universal language: poetry. 


